PROGRAMMABLE TALKING TIRE GAUGE & FLASHLIGHT

Thank you for purchasing this fine product from Griot's Garage. Enjoy the best!

FEATURES
- 5 to 99 PSI in ½ lb units (.4 to 6.9 Bar)
- Talking gauge announces pressure measurement in both English and Spanish
- Allows you to enter and store the recommended pressure levels for your vehicle's front and rear tires
- Easy-to-read blue backlit LCD
- White LED flashlight
- Included 2- 3Volt CR2032 Lithium batteries (replaceable)

TO MEASURE TIRE PRESSURE WITHOUT PRESET GOAL
Press Mode, all digits light up then "0.0" appears. Default unit of measure is PSI.
Push the nozzle of the gauge onto the tire valve. Make sure a good seal is made between the nozzle and the valve.
Hold the gauge on the valve stem until a reading is held on the display. You will hear the gauge talking. Gauge will voice the pressure reading.
Promptly remove gauge from valve stem.
The pressure reading will be displayed for approximately 10 seconds. With the reading displayed you may press any key to hear the reading again for the last time.
Gauge will reset to 0.0 after 10 seconds from the moment gauge has stopped talking.
Gauge will automatically shut off 10 seconds after displaying 0.0.

PRESETTING PRESSURE GOALS
Press Mode, all digits light up then "0.0" appears.
Press and hold the MODE button for 3 seconds to enter setting mode.
PSI or Bar appears and blinks. Press the up or down to switch between PSI and Bar. Press the MODE switch to confirm setting.
Language English "EN" for Spanish "SP" appears and blinks. Press the up or down to switch between EN and SP. Press the MODE switch to confirm setting.
Front or rear tire lights up and blinks. Press the MODE button to confirm setting. Press up or down buttons to change the pressure goal number. Press the MODE switch to confirm setting and change tire. Press up or down buttons to change the pressure goal number. Press the MODE switch to confirm setting.
The unit of measure, language and goal numbers light up in turns and stay for about 2 seconds.
Note: To exit at any stage in setting mode, press and hold the MODE button for 3 seconds.
PRESSURE MEASUREMENT WITH PRESET GOAL
Press the MODE button to power on the gauge. All digits light up and then "0.0" will appear on the display.

Press the up or down button to choose between the front or rear tire. Hold the gauge on the valve stem until a reading is held on the display. You will hear the gauge talking. Gauge will voice the actual pressure reading. Promptly remove the gauge from the valve stem.

The actual reading, goal number and the difference between the actual reading and the goal will appear and stay on the display for 10 seconds (example: "+10" means 10 PSI needed to reach goal). With the reading held on the display, press and button to hear the reading again for the last time.

Gauge will reset to "0.0" after 10 seconds from the moment the gauge has stopped talking. Gauge will turn off 10 seconds after the displaying "0.0".

DISCLAIMER
GRIOT'S GARAGE is not responsible for any misuse of the PROGRAMMABLE TALKING TIRE GAUGE & FLASHLIGHT for any injury or damage incurred to any person or object related to the PROGRAMMABLE TALKING TIRE GAUGE & FLASHLIGHT.

ANSWERS TO YOUR QUESTIONS
Should you want to order another PROGRAMMABLE TALKING TIRE GAUGE & FLASHLIGHT or for a complete selection of quality GRIOT'S GARAGE products, please write or call us toll-free at 800-345-5789. Or visit our website: www.griotsgarage.com. Item # 44409

Have fun in your garage!
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